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Ce-memory is an online memorial platform designed for 
Chinese people to mourn for their past families and friends. 
It is also a virtual grave-visiting platform that allows people 
to practice traditions and rituals online.



Background

Background Survey

Case Study

SummaryEver since ancient times, Chinese people have had the 
tradition of visiting the graves of their ancestors during Qing 
Ming Festival every year. The grave-visiting, along with its 
rituals and activities are called “SaoMu” ( 扫墓 ).

The Annual SaoMu Tradition

Key Points

Urbanization Effects
The rapid development of urbanization separates people from their 
hometowns to large cities, which makes them unable to complete the 
yearly “SaoMu” activity. 

Online Platforms
Recent years, many web platforms for SaoMu are available for people 
to practice this activity online, especially during the Covid-19 outbreak, 
when people are strongly recommended to stay at home.

Environmental Issues
The traditional way of “SaoMu” includes rituals such as burning ghost 
money and setting off firecrackers, which would give out lots of toxic gas 
and greatly increase the risk of fire.
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Online platform provides a convenient 
and clean memorial space for storing 
resources as well as practicing SaoMu 
rituals.

Online Platform

Combining online and offline services 
is able to make up for the complete 
virtualness of online grave-visiting, while 
keeping its advantages.

Online and Offline

Both online and offline services can 
improve user experience through 
designs that consider deeply into 
people’s emotions as well as the 
tradition.

Emotion and Tradition

Main Function
• Memorial space 
• Message Board
• Share mournful messages in WeChat 

Problem
• Lack of real-world connection

Insights
Social Space
Grave-visiting application can become a 
social space which cater to the demand 
of mourning together with friends and 
families.

Online Grave-Visiting APP

Left: the memorial space
Right: share the mourning message in social media such as 
Wechat 

Main Process
• Use a special envelope and write letters
• Mail to the funeral agencies 
• Funeral agency will place the letter in the 
cemetery 

Problem
• Monotonic Way of Mourning

Insights
Online and Offline Services
Online and offline services can be 
combined to enhance the degree of reality 
of online grave-visiting. This requires the 
cooperation of online platforms and offline 
funeral services

Mail for Mourning

Left: the special envelope
Right: agencies are placing the letter in front of the cemetery 

Frequency of SaoMu

Carbon Emission Rituals

Reasons for SaoMu

23%

20%

57%

Others

Once a couple years

Every Year

Mourn for the decedent
87%

Respect the traditions
83%

Gather with families
43%

Clean the graves
35%

Approximate amount of paper ghost money 
consumed every year:

CO2

Grave cleansing

Offer fruits or flowersOffer wine or tea

Burn paper money Burn incense

Main Function
• Online Memorial Space
• Pay worships online
• Message Board

Problem
• Complete Virtualness
• Rough Designs

Online Cemetery 

Left: appearance of the online cemetery
Right: the message area

Insights
Online Platform
that resolves the problem of the 
inconvenience of traditional grave-visiting 
rituals, along with its potential environmental 
issues
Online Memorial Space
for storing literal or photographical 
resources for the decedent

*data source: chinadaily.com.cn



User Survey

Questionnaire

Persona

User Journey Map

Background

Problem Ideal Way of SaoMu

"I am now working and living in a city that is far away from my 
hometown, sometimes I would feel guilty when I couldn’t make it to 
the SaoMu activity during QingMing Festival. Those traditional rituals 
matter a lot to me. "

• Guilty for not participating in 
SaoMu activity because of long 
distance

Age: 35
Occupation: 
IT worker
Family status: 
Married, has a 
daughter

Zhou

Traditional 
Rituals

Family
Gathering

Background

Problem Ideal Way of SaoMu

"I go to the SaoMu activity every year not only to mourn for the 
deceased but also because it is a family tradition. In addition to the 
annual tradition of SaoMu, I set up a little sacred corner for my past 
families in my house, so that I can mourn for them whenever I need to."

• The traffic is terrible during 
QingMing festival since 
everyone is going to SaoMu

• Both sons are too busy to 
gather and participate SaoMu 
with me

Age: 62
Occupation: 
Retired
Family status: 
Husband passed 
away, has 2 sons

Chen

Traditional 
Rituals

Family
Gathering

Family
Spirits

Background

Problem Ideal Way of SaoMu

"I'm not a fan of traditional SaoMu rituals. When I was a child, I just 
followed what my families during SaoMu activity. My grandpa passed 
away last year, but I am too busy to go back to my hometown to visit his 
grave, therefore, I created a memorial blog for him."

• Traditional rituals are a bit 
annoying and complicated

• Too busy to go back to 
hometown during QingMing 
Festival

Simple gifts Quite Personal

Age: 21
Occupation: 
College student
Family status: 
The only child

Wang

1. WHY would you like to go to the annual SaoMu 
activity?
2. WHAT is your opinion on the traditional rituals of 
SaoMu? Do you think there is any problem in those 
rituals? If so, what are the problems and why?
3. WHAT is your opinion on online grave-visiting 
platforms?
4. In your opinion, what is the ideal way of mourning or 
grave-visiting?

Age Distribution

The elderly 32%

The middle age 41%

Young 27%

Ways of Mourning

22%
Need a physical object 
to carry emotions

9%
Letters and 
Diary

28%
Look at photos

22%
In my mind

19%
With my friends

SCENARIO
Wang follows his family to 
participate in SaoMu every 
year

EXPECTATIONS
Wang hopes that the SaoMu 
process can be less tedious 
and more quite or peaceful

Wang
21-year-old

Chen
62-year-old

SCENARIO
Usually Chen would go 
SaoMu alone because her 
two sons are too busy 

EXPECTATIONS
Chen hopes to practice 
SaoMu ritual in a 
traditional way. She 
cherishes the union of 
familiy during Qing Ming 
Festival

Before SaoMu During SaoMu After SaoMu

1. Prepare materials for SaoMu, 
such as flowers, fruits and 
incense
2. Call her families to come 
SaoMu together

1. Enjoy the Qing Ming Festival 
holiday

1. Takes a bus to the cemetery alone
2. Clean the graves
3. Follow the traditional rituals such as burn incense, place 
fruit and flowers
4. Pratice memorial rites such as bend knees and pray to the 
ancestors

1. Drive to the cemetry with families
2. Clean the graves
3. Follow his families to practice the traditional rituals such as 
burn incense and offer wine
4. Bend knees in front of the grave and make some wishes

1. Clear the remaining 
materials
2. Take a bus home

1. Have lunch with families

Wow there is a 
3-day holiday

The traffic is 
awful!

The cemetery is 
too clowded, and 
the air is turbid

I just made a wish 
to my grandpa, 
hope that it would 
come true

I started to miss my 
grandpa, but need 
to wait until next 
year to come by

Looking forward 
to the annual 
SaoMu activity

Both my sons are 
unable to come, I 
feel lonely

The traffic is awful, 
and the cemetery 
is too crowded

The grave is now 
clean and it looks 
great

My heart is more 
peaceful after 
praying to my 
ancestors

Begin to miss my 
passed families, I 
feel lonely

Conclusion

Different people have their own 
preference in mourning

Various Ways of Mourning

People's views towards SaoMu vary 
in different generations. Generally, the 
older generation pay more attention to 
traditions and the union of families, while 
the younger generation expects more 
on the level of comfort on the SaoMu 
process.

Generation Difference

The younger generation holds a more open 
attitude towards online SaoMu platforms, 
while the older generation is more 
conservative due to the fact that they are 
using the internet much less frequently

Different Attitudes towards Online SaoMu

Acceptance Level of Online Grave-visiting

The elderly

The middle age

Young

3% 36%

54% 34%

61%

12%

25% 66% 19%

Accept &
Have tried

Accept &
Haven't tried

Not
Accept

Based on an online questionnaire of 80 valid replies, May 20th 2020
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SaoMu
Platform

Memorial
Space

Virtual
Grave

Funeral
Agency

Online Services Offline Services

Biography
Life Story

Photo
Eulogy

Memory 
with 

Friends

Epitaph Appearance
Decorations Fengshui

Social 
Function

Gather with
Friends

& Families

Invite 
Others

Rituals

Clean 
the Grave

Place 
Offerings

and TributesBend
knees

Pray
Burn

Incense

Transmit
Offerings & 

Tributes
From Others

Help
Clean the 

Graves

Insights

The virtual grave and online grave-visiting 
practice may synchronize offline services 
through the corporation of funeral agencies

Online and Offline

Multiple users can practice the SaoMu activity at the 
same time in the virtual space

Multiple Users

A virtual cemetery for individual graves and 
online SaoMu practice

Virtual Space

Grave-Visiting

02 Invite Friends and Families
Before Qingming festival, user can 
send invitation links to invite their 
friends and families to join the virtual 
SaoMu activity online

03 Online SaoMu
Upon the arranged time, user and 
his/her families can log in the virtual 
cemetery together and stand in front 
of the virtual grave to practice the 
SaoMu ritual

05 Senior Version
A senior version should 
be provided for the elderly 
who requires more handy 
operations and only the 
basic functionalities

Home Page

Virtual 
Grave

Online 
SaoMu

Family
Circle

Offline
Services

Personal
Settings

Log in

Sign up

Help

Search 
virtual grave

Create
virtual grave

Pay a Visit

Personalize the 
virtual grave

Upload / edit materials of the 
memorial space

Select a 
virtual grave

Create Vitual 
Character

Go into the 
virtual space

rituals

worship

clean

message
board

Invite family to download 
application

Create online SaoMu 
invitation card

Share invitation card in 
social media

Select cemetery agency Book services Feedback of 
the services

+default version

senior verision

01 Create Virtual Grave
Users can create and personalize 
graves in a virtual space, they can 
also upload related materials to an 
online memorial space

04 Offline Services
In accordance with the online SaoMu 
activity, users can request offline 
services that synchronize their online 
SaoMu practices. 



User Flow

choose a virtual grave

enter the virtual world

choose character

practice rituals worships
clean the 

grave

incense

choose 
incense

make 
a wish

burn 
incense

offerings

choose offering:
flower, fruit ...

place offerings

pray bend 
kneels

Kowtow

Online SaoMu Create Virtual Grave

choose a virtual cemetery

create a virtual grave

personalize 
the design

memorial space

edit
epitaph

change appearance
 / add decoartions

upload
photos

upload
live stories

leave
message

User Testing

Some Feedbacks

Adjustments

Lo-Fi Sketches

Before BeforeAfter After

• When searching for graves, it is better to seperate public and private graves. Private 
graves are opened only for one's friends and families

•  To show respect to the decedent and maintain a peaceful tone, the main colour of this 
application should not be too bright

• The map of cemeteries in homepage is attractive and offers a choice to choose different 
location for different virtual graves

Search Page
The "public" and "private" tabs are added 
to the search page to seperate public and 
private graves. Users are unable to search 
for private graves only if they are related

Family Circle
The icon of "family circle" is added to the homepage of one's 
private grave, it leads to the page where there is a list of friends 
and families of the owner of the grave. Only those people on the 
list can access this private grave

1.3a 1.3b
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3.1 3.2

3.3

3.4 4.1
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1.2 2.2

1.3

2.3
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4.3

3.1

3.3

3.4

3.52.4

4.4

4.5

3.2

2.1

2.3 2.2

2.4

Welcome Page Personal Settings
Choose Character

Choose Version Family Circle

Home Page

Invitation
Virtual Space

Choose Action

Search

Grave Design

Memorial Space

Family CircleOffline Services

Choose Incense

Practice Rituals

Virtual Grave

Users need to choose whether to use the 
default version or the senior version which 
is designed for the elderly

The map in the center of the page leads to 
different (virtual) cemeteries.
The default version(a) of homepage has 
more functional buttons than the senior 
version(b)

Users can create invitation cards to invite 
their friends and families to the virtual 
SaoMu activity

Inside the virtual space, one can see others and walk 
freely around the virtual grave

When one approaches the grave, he/she can practice 
rituals or show worships to the decedent

Inside the cemetery, users can search for 
virtual graves or create a new one

Users can customize the design of the 
grave

Users can upload related photos or live 
stories on this page, they can also leave 
their messages

For private graves, this page is used 
to indicate the family or friends of the 
decedent, only the related users can 
access to private graves

Users can book offline services with 
funeral agencies on this page

Book Offline Services

choose funeral agent

choose services

payment

choose date & time enter venue: grave id

agent takes photo and 
sends to the customer

customer confirm services



Design Concept

The logo is a combination of the shape of grave and mountain, the grave 
symbolizes memory for the decedent, and the mountain has the meaning of 
SaoMu because in ancient times, most graves are near the mountain, therefore, 
SaoMu has another name “BaiShan” which means visiting the mountain.

LOGO

COLOR

ICON

+ =

#85b5ae

#c5ccc3

#c0bda9

天青色
[Colour Tian Qing]
Tian Qing is a famous color in ancient 
China, it depicts the green color 
of the sky after raining, a perfect 
representation of Qingming Festival 
when the weather is always wet

Ce - Memory
祭 念

Memorial 
Space

Offerings Incense Pray Kowtow Bend Kneels

Personal
Setting

Family
Circle

Offline
Services

Do
Cleansing

Grave Mountain

The name "Ce-Memory" is a combination of "Ce" - the 
pronunciation of " 祭 " (the action of grave-visiting and giving 
out worships) and "Memory" - " 念 " in Chinese

Before entering the 
appication, users will 
be asked to choose the 
appropriate version of 
the application

Inside the virtual 
cemetery, users can 
search for virtual graves 
or create a new oneWelcome Page

Choose Version
Search

The map in the center of the 
page leads to different (virtual) 
cemeteries, each has its own 
“scene", for example, the 
"scene" or background of the 
Peak Cemetery is represented 
by clouds and blue sky

The graphic design of 
the background image of 
homepage is inspired by 
Chinese traditional landscape 
painting, which represents a 
peaceful atmosphere

This is the homepage of the 
virtual grave. It shows the 
appearance of the virtual 
grave, along with the epitaph 
on it.

The "frame" button on the 
right-top corner would 
capture the current design 
of the virtual grave and make 
a souvenir photo frame of it. 
User can put the souvenir in 
their home in memory of the 
decedent

Home Page Virtual Grave

Welcome
to Ce-Memory

Virtual
Grave

traditional
landscape

painting

my sketches

Interfaces

01 03 

Family Circle &
Offline Services

02

In this page, all the 
contacts of the users 
(mainly one's family and 
friends) are listed. Users 
can also mark their 
contacts according to 
their relationships such 
as "Grandma" or "Wife"

Family Circle

User can create 
invitation cards and 
invite one's contact to 
join the online SaoMu 
activity

Invitation

User can book offline 
services in this page if 
one is unable to practice 
SaoMu in person. 
Different agencies might 
provide different offline 
services, common 
services can be grave 
cleansing or placing 
flowers in front of the 
grave

Offline Services

Every virtual grave has a 
memorial space where 
friends and families can 
upload related photos 
or stories, they can even 
leave their messages or 
wishes to the decedent

Memorial Space

Creator of the virtual 
grave can edit the 
design of the grave in 
terms of structure and 
decorations. One can 
also edit the epitaph 
crafted on the grave

Grave Design

+

capture 
virtual grave

souvenir
photo frame



Online
SaoMu

04

Before practicing 
SaoMu activity online, 
users can create virtual 
characters that represent 
themselves. They 
would use those virtual 
characters to practice 
SaoMu activities and 
gather with other users 
online

Create Character

Inside the virtual space, 
one can see other users 
and walk freely around 
the virtual grave

Users can walk and 
control their angle of 
view by the lower-left 
and lower-right buttons

When one approaches 
the virtual grave, 6 
buttons would appear 
as the possible actions 
the user would like to do

If one wants to burn 
incense for the 
deceased, he can first 
choose the type of 
incense then make a 
wish (optional)

Finally, one would 
burn incense for the 
deceased online (and it 
might take some time)

Virtual Grave

Choose Action

Choose Incense

Practice Ritual

01

02

03

04

00

StoryboardSouvenir

Dear Grandpa, 
Hope you are doing 
well in heaven.

Jack

Funeral of Jack's Grandfather

Funeral agency

1 Create Virtual Grave

2 Online Services

3 Offline Services

Jack's grandfather passed away a month ago, Jack created a virtual 
grave in Ce-Memory for his grandfather soon after the funeral.

After the funeral of his grandpa, Jack usually visits the virtual grave with his families, 
and he would leave some messages in the memorial space from time to time.

During Qingming Festival, if Jack and his family are too busy to go visit his grandpa's grave, 
Jack would book offline services and let the funeral agency to help cleaning.

Jack

Jack's Grandma

Jack's Sister

Memorial
Photo Frame

Postcards


